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Gianluca Petrella  Trio 70’s 

 
 

Gianluca Petrella (tb, sampling, effects), Michele Papadia (Hammond org, Würlitzer, 
Moog, effects), Stefano Tamborrino (dr, perc) -  

and, on request, with special guest John De Leo (voice) 
 
After twenty years of friendship, Gianluca Petrella and Michele Papadia created a new sparkling project 
ideally connected with popular African-American music. 
 
“Trio 70’s” has been produced for a live recording series dedicated to the most important jazzmen in Italy 
and published by Italian magazine L’Espresso. Precisely to jazz personalities like internationally acclaimed 
trombone phenomenon Gianluca Petrella from Bari because of his artistic maturity, his inexhaustive new 
energy he puts into his productions, his blending North European with “classic” Detroit sounds, and new 
frontiers of electronics with styles close to J Dilla. 
 
The band only needed a few hours of checking to understand that this could be the very project to create a 
new, powerful, homogeneous sound. 
 
“Trio 70’s” is a trip back in time moving between acid tinges and funky vibes, a journey that delves into the 
roots and depths of last century African-American music to open up and lead to  
contemporary sound scenarios: Gianluca Petrella has embraced and explored more than 40 years of that 
particular music making to give life to a new trio project between research and interpretation with Michele 
Papadia on keyboards (a true master of the Hammond Organ sound) and young talented drummer Stefano 
Tamborrino. 
 
The result is a perfect blend of Afrobeat, nu jazz, hip hop and electronic music, with Petrella’s mature 
trombone playing, freely dialoguing with Papadia’s powerful, rhythmic Moog and warm Hammond’s twists 
of harmonies, and with drummer Tamborrino’s at once solid and creative groove. The repertoire, arranged by 
Gianluca Petrella, is entirely original, new and fresh. 
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“Trio 70’s” is available either as a trio or, on request, with creative and refined singer John De Leo as special 
guest. 
GIANLUCA PETRELLA 
 
"Gianluca is the most extraordinary talent in Italian jazz history.” (Enrico Rava) 
 
Acclaimed as one of the world’s most talented trombonists (two-time winner of “Down Beat Critics Poll” 
award as best rising star trombonist), Gianluca Petrella’s international collaborations include: Steve Swallow, 
Greg Osby, Carla Bley, Steve Coleman, Tom Varner, Michel Godard, Lester Bowie, Sean Bergin, Hamid Drake, 
Marc Ducret, Roswell Rudd, Lonnie Plaxico, Ray Anderson, Pat Metheny, Oregon, John Abercrombie, Aldo 
Romano, Steven Bernstein and the Sun Ra Arkestra directed by Marshall Allen. Collaborations with Italian 
musicians: Enrico Rava, Paolo Fresu, Stefano Bollani, Giovanni Guidi and many others. 
  
As to his passion for electronic music, Gianluca Petrella has collaborated with 9lazy9 (Ninja Tunes) and 
performed with world-famous avant duo Matmos. To be mentioned here is also his collaboration with 
Ricardo Villalobos and Max Loderbauer in the project “Re: ECM”. He has also worked with Nicola Conte and 
dj Ralf. His first electronic disc “103 Ep” was released in February 2015 by Electronique.it Records. 
  
Presently he is active with his new quintet “Cosmic Renaissance” (new album out in June 2016) with Mirco 
Rubegni (trumpet), Francesco Ponticelli (bass), Federico Scettri (drums) and Simone Padovani 
(percussions); with the internationally celebrated and highly acclaimed duo “SoupStar” with pianist Giovanni 
Guidi, with whom he recorded a new CD (featuring Gerald Cleaver and Louis Sclavis) for ECM in February 
2015 after an important year of touring around the world; “Tubolibre” Quartet with Oren Marshall (tuba), 
Gabrio Baldacci (guitar) and Cristiano Calcagnile (drums); in duo with Gabrio Baldacci; and solo in “Exp and 
Tricks”, a musical journey through the origins of filmmaking (a project produced in collaboration with 
Cineteca di Bologna). And continues to often work with Enrico Rava. 
  
Not long ago, he co-created the powerful quartet “Brass Bang!” (with Paolo Fresu, Steven Bernstein and 
Marcus Rojas) and, together with Michele Papadia, has now created the new wonderfully sparkling "Trio 
70's". 
 
MICHELE PAPADIA 
Versatile Michele Papadia (piano, Hammond Organ, Clavinet, Würlitzer and analog synth) is a true specialist 
of African-American music. 
- Jazz collaborations with Roberto Gatto, Fabrizio Bosso, Gianluca Petrella, Bobby Previte, Dave Liebman, 
Rosario Giuliani, Ed Neumeister, Francesco Bearzatti. 
- Blues, soul and rock collaborations with Ana Popovic, Rudy Rotta, Robben Ford, Peter Green, Sugar Blue, 
Brian Auger, William Bell, Mos Def, Etta James, Buddy Guy. 
- Pop collaborations with Adriano Celentano, Jovanotti, Patty Pravo, Patty Austin, Whitney Houston and 
others.  
He has recorded more than 50 projects, winning several important awards. He teaches at the Saint Louis 
College of Music of Rome. 
 
STEFANO TAMBORRINO 
Active since 2000, Stefano Tamborino has become an important national celebrity in short time thanks to his 
outstanding talent and distinct music style. Important collaborations: with Ares Tavolazzi, David Binney, 
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Chris Speed, Mike Mainieri, Stefano Bollani, Giovanni Guidi, Steve Magnusson, Francesco Bearzatti and 
others.  
His multifaceted yet distinct musical approach is immediately evident in all of his territories, be it jazz, hip 
hop, electronic music or indie-rock. 
 
 
Special guest (on request): JOHN DE LEO 
John De Leo has  recently been celebrated as one of the best new vocal jazz entries. 
Former member of "Quintorigo" (one of Italy's most popular and appreciated alternative bands in the ‘90s), 
he has also been very active in multimedia territories and feels totally at home in jazz, rock, dub or 
contemporary music making.  
He has collaborated and worked with important jazz personalities such as Rita Marcotulli, Ambrogio 
Sparagna, Paolo Damiani, Stefano Benni, Banco del Mutuo Soccorso, Stefano Bollani, Paolo Fresu, Danilo 
Rea, Furio Di Castri, Roberto Gatto, Franco Battiato, Enrico Rava, Mederic Collignon, Ivano Fossati, 
Antonello Salis, Nguyen Le, Gianluca Petrella, Gianluigi Trovesi, Maurizio Gianmarco, Fabrizio Bosso, Trilok 
Gurtu, Stewart Copeland, Uri Caine and Hamid Drake. 
 
video link:  
https://youtu.be/fZ66OVb3Rkg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rJ7mG4MSbw&feature=youtu.be 
 


